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A simple closed curve J in a space M is said to be self-unlinked, if there exist a mapping h : J In [4] we proved, as a partial answer to Question IV. 1, that (IV.2) every selfunlinked tame simple closed curve (sec) in a 3-manifold bounds a disk. In this paper we investigate this question when we allow the scc's to be wild.
First we give some pertinent definitions, for which it will be assumed that everything is in a 3-manifold M. A complex is wild if it is not tame (see I. 11 of [4] ). A 0-dimensional set is tame if, for every e > 0, it can be covered by the interiors of a collection of disjoint 3-cells each of diameter less than e. A set X is locally tame at p if p has a closed neighborhood in X which is a tame complex in M. If X is not locally tame at p then p is a wild point of X. A set is called nicely wild if the union of its wild points is a tame 0-dimensional set.
For J an arc or sec we make the following definitions, the first of which is used in [1] . The penetration index PiJ,x) of J at a point x e J is the smallest cardinal number n such that there are arbitrarily small 2-spheres enclosing x and containing no more than n points of J. The penetration index PiJ) of J is the least upper bound of the cardinal numbers PiJ,x), for all xeJ. If J is nicely wild, then the nice penetration index NPiJ) of J is the smallest integer n such that, for every e > 0, the set of wild points of J can be covered by the interiors of a collection of disjoint 3-cells each with diameter less than e and such that the boundary of each 3-cell intersects J in no more than n points. (The union of members of this collection is called a taming s-set of J of index n.)
Conjecture. There is a nicely wild sec J such that NPiJ) + PiJ).
The author expects such an example because he knows of a nicely wild sec J which has a point x such that P(J,x) = 3; and, for any J, NP(J) is even.
In the definition of nice penetration index we may require that the 3-cells are tame, because of the following: Theorem V.l. Suppose every set of diameter less than e in M lies in the interior of a convex 3-cell. (For instance, metrize M with the barycentric metric and let e foe less than 1.) If J is a nicely wild sec that is locally polyhedral mod its wild points, and ifTis a taming e-set of J of finite index, then there is a polyhedral taming e-set T' of J with the same number of components as T, such that BdT' C\J has no more points than BdTCiJ and J pierces BdT' at each point of intersection.
The principal results of this section are the following theorems. In each J is a self-unlinked, nicely wild sec in a 3-manifold M, and we further suppose that J is locally polyhedral mod W(W= set of wild points of J). 2. Proof of V.l. Let C be a component of T. Theorem V.l will follow if we produce a polyhedral 3-cell B such that Wnint C = Wnint B iW= set of wild points of J), J pierces Bd B at each point of J n Bd B, diameter of B < e, Bd B nj has no more points than Bd CnJ, and B does not intersect any other components of T.
Let ó be a positive number less than each of (e -(diameter of C)), (1/3) (distance from C to T-C), and (1/3) (distance from Bd C to W). By the approximation theorems of [2] we may assume that Bd C is locally polyhedral mod J n Bd C.
Enclose each point p of Bd C n J by a polyhedral 2-sphere Sp such that each Sp is so small that (a) the diameter of Sp is less than Ô, (b) the Sps are disjoint, (c) Sp n J is two points at each of which J pierces Sp, (d) Sp is in general position with respect to Bd C, and (e) there is a component K of Bd C-Z Sp which separates the (Bd C n 5p)'s on BdC.
cliK) (cl=closure) is a disk with holes and each component of Bd(cl(K)) is a sec on some Sp. For each p, only one sec of cl(iQ n Sp bounds a disk in Bd C -K that intersects J. Therefore, since by hypothesis C + HSp is contained in the interior of a 3-cell, we may use linking arguments in £3 to show that, for each p, all components but one of cl(K) n Sp bounds a disk on Sp -J, and that the other one bounds a polyhedral disk on Sp that intersects J at most once. We can make these disks disjoint by pushing their interiors slightly to one side. Then K plus the above disks is a polyhedral 2-sphere S in a convex 3-cell of M. Let B be the 3-cell bounded by 5.
Clearly Bd B n J has no more points than BdC nJ, diameter of B < e, and B does not intersect any other components of T. Let weW nC and let X be a general If NPiJ) = 2, then J n Bd C is two points and J intersects the boundary of each part of the ' 'cut apart" C in only one point. But a sec that intersects a 2-sphere only once is contained wholly in one complementary domain or the other ; therefore, J nC is two points and C contains no points of W. This is a contradiction of (4.4).
If ATP(J) ± 2, then T' is a taming <5(e. 
The (nonsingular) s-disks D¿(¡) are not nice enough because their limit might not be a disk. However, we shall choose certain subdisks and alter them to produce a nonsingular disk with boundary J.
Let Ey be a sub-s-disk of D'mll) such that ) separates p from g. But ip + q) 4:Tm(r+J_1) and each component of Tm(r+j-yy has diameter less than i/2mir+J~1} We conclude that, for every e, there is a subset R of J which is of diameter less than e and which is within e of W, such that R separates p from q. But, since neither p nor g belong to W, some point of IFmust separate p from q in J. This is a contradiction since no sec is separated by a single point. This proves V.7.
Proposition V.8. For every positive integer r, there is a positive integer sir), such that, for all i,j ^ sir), \Ej\-int Tm(r) = |£¡| -intTm(r).
Proof. f>m(r+1) -int Tm(r) has finitely many components and if, for some i, | £¡ | intersects one of these components, then it contains the whole component. For each component C of (D'm(r+1) -intTm(r)), let n(C) be the least integer such that C c |£"(c)| and set n(C) = 0 if C intersects no |£,|. The s desired by V.8 is the maximum of the n(C)'s over all components C of D^(r+l) -intTm(r). Define s"(f-) = s(s"~ l(r)). We now change the £¡'s into an expanding sequence of disks in a countable number of steps.
Step 1. Let F y be the singular s-disk gotten by removing from £sU) the interior of Bd£i in £sa) (see (5.2)) and replacing it by Ey. Formally, let A' be the Step 2. Let F2 be the singular disk gotten by removing from £s2(i) the interior of Bd£s (1) Let ¿>2 = ¿(distance from S(F2) to Tm(s(1))) and apply IV.3 of [4] to get a nonsingular s-disk F'2 which is a conservative <52-alteration of F2.F2 has the following properties:
Ey is a sub-s-disk of F'2.
(5.4)2 Bd F2 = Bd £2 = Bd £s2(,,.
(5-5)2 F'2 cz M -Tm(sH1)).
(5-6)2 P'i -Tm(D = F2 -Tm(1).
Step n (n = 3,4, •••). Let F" be the singular s-disk gotten by removing from Let <5" = ^(distance from SiF") to Tm(5"-. (1))) and apply IV.3 of [4] to get anonsingular s-disk F' which is a conservative ¿"-alteration of F". F"' has the following properties.
(5.3)" F"'_2 is a sub-s-disk of F'n.
(5.4)" Bd£' = Bd£s"(1).
(5»5). F;=M-Tm(s" (1)).
(5-6)" FB-1 -'Pmis"-i(l)) = P«~ Tmrsn-ityyy Define Ey = F'0. We now use the F¡'s to construct a nonsingular s-disk D whose boundary is J.
Proposition V.9. For all m 2: n ^ 2 ana /or a// onto homeomorphisms g:A-»->A, inere is an onro homeomorphism n™(g) : A-►-> A, sucn ínaí
Proof. There is essentially only one way of extending a disk A' to a larger disk A when A' n Bd A is given. [That is to say, given A'c At and A' ezz A2 such that A' nBdAt = A' HBdA2, there is a homeomorphism of A, onto A2 fixed on A'.] From (5.2) and (5.4) we conclude that, for m^n, F^-1(|BdF;_2|) nBd A = F'^1i\BdF'"_2\nJ).
Proposition V.9 now follows. Using V.9, define D~x(w) is between D'^pf) and D~1(p2), or D~1(p3) and D~1(p4). We suppose the latter.
We shall look at the two cases depicted by Figure 1 and This contradicts (4.1) and (4.5). Case depicted by Figure 2 . By repetition of previous arguments we can alter D on int A' to remove the components of intersection with BdC, and thus obtain a nonsingular s-disk D', such that |int£>'| cz int C and BdD' czBdC + (component of J n C between p¡ and p2). By splitting C apart along | £)' | we can obtain a new taming ¿(ei)-set T' of J of index ^ 4 and such that J O Bd T' has two fewer points than JnBdTi.
This again is a contradiction. Thus V.5 is proven.
